Major Life Themes Chart Interpretation for

Robert Downey Jr.
April 4, 1965
1:10 PM
Manhattan, New York
40 N 46
73 W 59 Tropical PLACIDUS
Standard time observed GMT: 18:10:00
Time Zone: 5 hours West
Planet Positions:
Sun
Moon
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Jupiter
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Uranus
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Pluto
N. Node
Asc.
MC
2nd cusp
3rd cusp
5th cusp
6th cusp

14
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3
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1
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14

Vir
Gem
Leo
Tau
Vir
Lib
Sag
Cap

17
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36
08
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47
13

Technical Details of how the planetary patterns are determined: Each interpretation is based on a
3-planet pattern. The 3 planets are forming a midpoint structure where a planet forms one of the
following aspects to the midpoint of 2 other planets: conjunct or opposition with 2 degee orb,
square with 1 1/2 degree orb, semisquare or sesquiquadrate with a 1 degree orb, or 1/16, 3/16,
5/16, or 7/16 with a 30 minute orb. Also, the 3 planets are aspected to each other in the same
harmonic. The harmonics analyzed are 1 through 64 and any doubling of these numbers, such as
120 which is a double of 60, up to 180. The total number of harmonics analyzed is 108. In the
harmonic chart all 3 aspects are within a 12 degree orb. Also, any midpoint structure involving a
conjunction or opposition aspect within a 1 1/2 degree orb, even if a harmonic triangle is not
involved, is interpreted.
Given below is a brief interpretation of your birth chart. The major themes in your life are
described. The themes are presented approximately in the order in which they are a priority in
your life. In other words, the themes which are most important are, in general, described near the
beginning of the report, and the less important themes are described towards the end of the
report.

Each astrological influence described in this report is a resource available to you. It is up to you
to express these energy patterns in the best possible way. It is possible to repress, block, or try to
avoid issues, or to fight yourself; hopefully this report will help clarify issues in your life, and
encourage you to master your life rather than be a victim of circumstances.
Moon-Saturn-Uranus 16th Harmonic
You become uncomfortable quickly when forced to behave, dress, or act according to the desires
of others or social conventions. It is important for you to dress comfortably and feel unrestrained.
You can become very stressed, and massage or other stress-relieving activities are good for you
to participate in regularly.
Moon-Saturn-Neptune 16th Harmonic
You have a deep sensitivity that others may be very unaware of. Some form of moral laws or
religious principles are important for you to develop and discover, and without a good ethical
and emotional foundation in your life, you may turn to alcohol or other forms of escape. You can
be very self-sacrificing for a worthy cause.
Moon-Uranus-Neptune 16th Harmonic
You are inclined to unusual moods and inspirations. Unusual dreams and a heightened
imagination draw you to the arts, music, religion, and perhaps mysticism. Your high sensitivity
can become severely unbalanced from drugs and alcohol, both of which you should try to avoid.
Mars-Saturn-Uranus 6th Harmonic (6=3x2)
You work intensely and sporadically. It is difficult for you to stay on a fixed schedule with a
prescribed task. You prefer to work very hard at your own pace. Others usually get in your way.
You become easily frustrated by the demands of others.
Sun Opposition Mars/Neptune 0 deg 06 min
You need to work in an area that captures your imagination. Like a child, you can get very
excited about things which to others seem less important or dramatic. You succeed in areas
where you can share your sense of magic and wonder. Your dreams may revolve around
something as simple as athletic performances or as grand as visions of world peace; whatever
your dream, follow it and share it, but take an objective look also at how your dreams and visions
fit into the lives of others and the world in general.
Saturn Opposition Mars/Pluto 0 deg 15 min
You are capable of extremely hard work. You can work long hours at tedious tasks and without
complaining. If you set your mind on a goal, you can focus single-mindedly on the work and
leave no stone unturned. Others may take advantage of your efforts; try to receive reasonable

compensation for your contributions.
Sun Conjunct Moon/Saturn 0 deg 50 min
You like to isolate yourself sometimes, and often you feel uncomfortable in a large group of
people. Work or activities that demand quiet and solitude suit you well, but be careful not to
avoid people at inappropriate times, and be careful to make sure that friends, loved ones, and
even acquaintances, do not feel that you are avoiding them or are cold to them.
Uranus Conjunct Mars/Pluto 0 deg 44 min
You can work with extreme speed and force. This capability can help you excel in sports and
competitions, and enable you to achieve a great deal in any area that you apply yourself to.
Sometimes you can be pushy and aggressive without realizing it; if you want others to cooperate
with you, you will need to take a more gentle approach. Always try to apply your dynamic
energy in a way that is not harmful to others.
Sun Opposition Uranus/Neptune 0 deg 45 min
Your imagination and idealism are unusually strong. It is likely that you believe in various
paranormal phenomena that most people are skeptical of. In order for your dreams, visions, and
fantasies to develop to their greatest potential, it is best if you avoid drugs, alcohol, and
stimulants.
Sun-Moon-Mars 52nd Harmonic (52=13x4)
You become bored when you are not challenged. You become irritated if there isn't some lively
activity to get involved in. Engaging in competitive sports is good for you. You are very
sensitive to feeling dominated or pushed around by others, and you may feel provoked to assert
yourself over relatively minor incidents.
Sun-Mercury-Saturn 55th Harmonic (55=11x5)
You are methodical and logical. In elementary school and even in high school, you may
sometimes have felt that you are a slow learner, but actually it is only your insistence on gaining
a thorough, complete, and logical understanding of a subject that caused any problems. Other
people are content with relatively superficial explanations whereas you often seek a level of
clarity that even the teacher may not be capable of providing. Your quiet, structured, and
disciplined approach to learning can help you excel in many areas as long as you have the
self-confidence and patience to allow yourself to master the material.
Sun-Saturn-Neptune 176th Harmonic (176=11x16)
You have a great love for people who sacrifice for a worthy cause, and you appreciate people
who are not ostentatious, glamorous, or pretentious. You seek simple and deep truths. You

succeed in areas that bring real assistance, hope, or solutions to difficult problems. If you are
unable to find a satisfying set of spiritual or religious principles, you can become very depressed
and downtrodden.
Mercury-Mars-Pluto 88th Harmonic (88=11x8)
Sometimes you become impatient and even belligerent with others if you feel that their ideas are
poorly constructed or based on erroneous assumptions. You are shrewd and insightful but
sometimes you are not as open to other points of view as you think you are.
Mercury-Jupiter-Pluto 10th Harmonic (10=5x2)
You are interested in many different subjects, you learn quickly, and you find something of value
in almost any subject area. You are well-suited to academics, although too much memorization
or rote learning bores you very quickly. You can succeed in an area that involves large
communications, education, politics, marketing, or exciting research.

